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26 May 2021 
 

Di & Andy & Friends, East Sussex 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit 13 days ago. We had a problem with one of the tripods, which was 
replaced immediately. So we’ve been using the unit for 12 days.  We also bought a water distiller, 
which arrived a few days after the Wholeness Support Unit so have been drinking distilled water 
charged with the two recommended Transition State Elements calm and balance. We put the sealed 
vials of these TSEs in separate glass jugs and use them for drinking, tea and cooking. We also have 
2 atomiser sprays charged with balance and calm, which we spray over us and around us when 
sitting in the unit. We haven’t followed the recommended advice to drink the charged water for 3 to 7 
days before starting sessions in the unit as we were too excited. 
 
In order to choose the correct location for the Wholeness Support Unit, Di dowsed with her 
pendulum. 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was configured initially according to the video with the 4 yellow signal 
connectors one on side and the 4 blue signal connectors on the other side. The reactors were all set 
at the same height with the back right reactor tilted slightly inwards. 
 
After one week, Di dowsed again, unplugged the unit for 24 hours then changed the cabling 
configuration to the layout option described as Reactor Connections NR1 in the System User Guide 
and Instructions. The back right reactor was straightened and the front left reactor was tilted inwards. 
 

Andy 
 
Andy’s intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit is to improve his wellbeing generally. He has 
found the current situation that we are all enduring very stressful and is not someone who likes to 
discuss how he feels. He has used the unit 6 times, for about 20 minutes each session.  
 
From the outset Andy has felt tingling when he sits in the unit, particularly around the face, feet and 
calves. After changing the configuration, he also feels intermittent pressure in his ears. After 12 days, 
Andy feels calmer and less stressed, so supporting his goal. 
 

Di 
 
Di also has a life force energy TSE glass pendant, which she has been wearing for nearly 3 months, 
and has become very attached to it. 
 
Di’s intention in using the unit is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness. Di has 
what she describes as ‘flashes of knowing’ where she is given information. She is interested in 
developing this and also in remote viewing and astral travel. She has used the unit 12 times, for 
about 20 minutes each session.  
 
From the outset Di has felt pressure around her head when she sits in the unit, which was very 
intense to begin with and then became lighter. After the reconfiguration, there was a different feel to 
the energy, which was softer. The pressure moved to the top of the head and temples as well as 
sensations in her eyes and palms. She has fallen asleep twice. After 12 days, Di hasn’t noticed any 
particular changes. She is waking up slightly earlier and has had a slight nausea and headache from 
time to time. 
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 
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13 June 2021 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was rented one month ago. The cabling configuration remains as 
described in Reactor Connections NR1 in the System User Guide and Instructions. The front left 
reactor was tilted inwards for 2 weeks. Two days ago this was straightened and the two back 
reactors are now tilted inwards. 
 
We are drinking distilled TSE charged (calm and balance) water exclusively.  
 

Andy 
 
Andy’s intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit is to improve his wellbeing generally. He uses 
the unit about 5 times per week, for about 1½ hours each session.  
 
Andy continues to feel tingling when he sits in the unit, particularly around the temples. After one 
month, Andy continues to feel calmer and less stressed. 
 

Di 
 
Di’s intention in using the unit is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness. She 
uses the unit about 5 times per week, for about 1½ hours each session.  
 
From the outset Di has felt pressure around her head when she sits in the unit, this sensation has 
gradually become less intense and is now barely perceptible. After one month, Di hasn’t noticed any 
particular changes.  
 
A couple of friends and neighbours have come over to sit in the WSU.  
 

Emi 
 
She suffers from insomnia. She sat in the WSU once for half an hour and her sleep has significantly 
improved. Her brother is coming next week to try the unit as he also suffers from insomnia. 
 

Ted 
 
He is highly sceptical of ‘alternative’ healing. He sat briefly in the WSU and immediately felt calmer. 
He then got up and sat somewhere else and he felt less calm. He sat back in the WSU and felt 
calmer once again.   
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 

 
 

28 June 2021 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was rented six weeks’ ago. The cabling configuration remains as 
described in Reactor Connections NR1 in the System User Guide and Instructions. The two back 
reactors were tilted inwards for 2 weeks. These have now been straightened and the two front 
reactors are now tilted inwards. 
 
We are drinking distilled TSE charged (calm and balance) water exclusively.  
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Andy 
 
Andy’s intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit is to improve his wellbeing generally. He is 
using the unit about twice a week, for about ½ hour each session.  
 
Andy continues to feel tingling when he sits in the unit, particularly around the temples. After six 
weeks, Andy continues to feel calmer and less stressed. He has always been very short tempered 
when technology goes wrong, which it often does, but he is noticeably calmer now. 
 

Di 
 
Di’s intention in using the unit is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness. She 
uses the unit about 2 or 3 times a week, for between ½ an hour and about 1½ hours each session. 
She usually reads when she is in the unit, however, sometimes she just goes to sleep. 
 
The sensations when she sits in the unit are now barely perceptible. The WSU is plugged in using an 
extension cable, however, nearly two weeks ago we needed to use the extension cable for 
something else for a few days. During the time when the WSU was unplugged, Di felt ‘out of sorts’ 
physically and mentally. When the WSU was plugged back in, she felt fine again.   
 
Di is noticing a lot of synchronicity, which may or may not be related to the WSU. She’s meeting 
people at the right place and the right time in order for a beneficial exchange of information (and 
energy maybe?) to take place. 
 

Emi 
 
Emi sat in the WSU once for half an hour a few weeks ago and is still ‘sleeping like a baby’ after a 
long standing problem insomnia.  
 

Slawek 
 
Emi’s brother, with severe insomnia, sat in the WSU for 40 minutes but has not noticed any changes.  
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 

 
 

10 July 2021 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was rented 2 months’ ago. The cabling configuration remains as 
described in Reactor Connections NR1 in the System User Guide and Instructions. The two back 
reactors are vertical and the two front reactors are tilted inwards. 
 
We are drinking distilled TSE charged (calm and balance) water exclusively.  
 

Andy 
 
Andy’s intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit has changed as he has had a bad shoulder so 
it is currently to relax and not feel any pain in his arm when he moves it. He is using the unit about 
three times a week, for about 1½ hours each session.  
 
Andy no longer feels any tingling when he sits in the unit. He feels relaxed and his arm pain has 
eased substantially. After two months, Andy continues to feel calmer and less stressed.  
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Di 
 
Di’s intention in using the unit is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness. She 
uses the unit about 3 times a week, for about 1 hour each session. She usually reads when she is in 
the unit. 
 
With the configuration of the two front reactors tilted inwards, Di is feeling pulsating sensations than 
previously, particularly around her forehead and top of her head. These are not particularly pleasant.  
 
Di is feeling calm and is able to focus on her work, which is currently learning trust law, supporting 
freedom groups to incorporate as legal entities and running a freedom hub. 
 
Three friends are planning to use the Wholeness Support Unit over the next week, one has several 
physical illnesses so it will be interesting to get their feedback. 
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 

 
 

25 July 2021 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was rented 10 weeks’ ago. It was upgraded 13 days ago to a wire free 
version. All the reactors are vertical. 
 
We are drinking distilled TSE charged (calm and balance) water exclusively.  
 

Andy 
 
Andy’s intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit has reverted to wanting to feel calm and less 
stressed. He is using the unit about three times a week, for about 1½ hours each session and, 
although he no longer notices any sensations in the unit, he is feeling calm and less stressed. 
 

Di 
 
Di’s intention in using the unit is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness. She 
uses the unit 3 or 4 times a week, for about 1 hour each session. She usually reads when she is in 
the unit. The upgraded unit has a different feel to it. Instead of feeling something physical, she hears 
a loud humming sound in her head which disappears as soon as she leaves the unit.  
 
Di continues to feel calm and grounded. Synchronicity is a recurring theme where the right people 
are appearing in her life.  
 
Four other people have sat in the WSU in the past two weeks. 
 

Susie, a Reiki healer 
 
She immediately had loud tinnitus in her ears and she wanted to free her neck by turning her head. 
She saw purples, blues and silvery white light to her left. When she sat elsewhere she felt very 
different to when she was sitting in the WSU.  
 
She felt the energy of the WSU was very beautiful and pure, even though it made her feel stoned. 
 
She is used to drinking distilled water, however she found the TSE charged distilled water much 
more silky and smooth. 
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Jason, a guitar teacher 
 
He had a humming and ringing in his ears and felt a relaxed presence through his head. Afterwards 
he felt tingles and that his eyes were clearer. 
 

Kerrie-Anne, a dementia PA 
 
She felt pressure in her ears and became extremely talkative and started crying. She felt it was a 
cathartic experience. 
 

Lynda, a homeopath 
 
She has Sjogren’s and currently has painful sinuses from hay fever. She arrived with a headache and 
dark circles around her eyes. 
 
She felt pins and needles in her arms and feet and her headache lifted and sinuses cleared. She 
wanted to cry but has no tears because of Sjogren’s. She wanted to talk and saw pink colours behind 
her eyes lids. Her stomach rumbled throughout. She felt pure love as though the WSU was allowing 
her to receive love. 
 
She looked and felt so much better when she left.  The circles around her eyes had gone. She had 
so much energy she went for a walk along the beach and the real energy burst lasted for two days. 
She also felt at peace and much happier although she hasn’t slept well. 
 
Lynda came back six days later for another session. She arrived with a sick headache and dark 
circles around her eyes. 
 
The tingling sensation started quickly from her elbows to her hands and also tingling around her eyes 
and sinuses. Her gut started ‘going mad’ with rumbling. She felt she was going through a healing 
process particularly in the areas where she felt tingling. She felt sick and exhausted, her sinus 
congestion changed and her headache went deeper. She felt weird and foggy. 
 
When she left, the dark circles around her eyes were less prominent. Following the session she slept 
really well for about nine hours. 
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 

 
 

10 August 2021 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was rented nearly 3 months ago. For the past two weeks the WSU has 
been set up around the bed.  All the reactors are vertical. 
 
We are drinking distilled TSE charged (calm and balance) water exclusively.  
 

Andy 
 
Andy’s current intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit is to sleep better. Since the WSU has 
been around the bed, he is going to sleep more quickly and having a deeper sleep. When he wakes 
up in the night, he falls back to sleep quickly. 
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Di 
 
Di’s intention in using the WSU is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness. 
Having the WSU around the bed has changed her sleep patterns. Sometimes she sleeps more 
deeply and she’s aware of having lots of dreams. Other nights she doesn’t seem to sleep at all, but 
still feels refreshed in the morning. 
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 

 
 

31 August 2021 
 
The Wholeness Support Unit was rented 3½ months ago. For the past month the WSU has been set 
up around the bed.   
 
We are drinking distilled TSE charged (calm and balance) water exclusively.  
 

Andy 
 
Andy’s current intention in using the Wholeness Support Unit is to sleep better. Since the WSU has 
been around the bed, he is going to sleep more quickly and having a deeper sleep. When he wakes 
up in the night, he falls back to sleep quickly. However, he has started waking up earlier in the 
mornings and can’t get back to sleep and often feels tired because he has woken up too early. 
 

Di 
 
Di’s intention in using the WSU is to help her connect and tune into the greater consciousness.  
 
Di overexerted herself with gardening and was in a lot of muscle pain for a few days, which brought 
on shingles. However, she recovered from the shingles much more quickly than she has on previous 
occasions.  
 
Disclaimer: These products and our statements about them have not been evaluated by the USA FDA, the 
UK’s MHRA or the EU’s EMA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Please consult your doctor before using any product. This testimonial reflects the experience of the individual(s) 
who used our products. Individual results may vary and the results represented herein may not be typical of 
what you can expect. The person giving this testimonial participated in a free trial study of our products. 

 
 
 


